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At one point, the activist in my play says, circa 1952, “... any trust placed in representatives of His Majesty’s
Government, be they Tory or Labour, is trust gravely and carelessly misplaced.” We find ourselves having to
make a choice of which of the two major parties to trust more, as they offer up their manifestos for the coming
years. The result in Liverpool is probably much easier to call than in some nearby areas, where the Brexit vote
was more successful in the referendum than in this relatively cosmopolitan city. If the main reason for voting
that way was immigration and border control, it is becoming increasingly clearer that no man-made controls or
technologies are up to the task of stemming the ubiquitous enforced migrations caused by the looming climate
catastrophe, in turn fuelled by the processes that developed with the transportation of millions of Africans from
their continent some centuries ago. The proceeds of the trade in African bodies helped develop technologies
that delivered many material benefits to this part of the world, but are also now choking the planet. We see,
too, that the worldwide trade in humans is continuing, so the choice facing us should surely be between those
who recognise that cooperative action, at community level and also nationally and internationally, is required to
address these big challenges. The great movements that led to the breaking of the shackles of colonialism
from Africa and elsewhere, celebrated in this play, remind us how such action is again necessary to deliver the
majority of people from the grip of those forces that continue to subject the majority of the world’s population to
poverty, war and environmental destruction. We see such uprisings happening in places as disparate as Latin
America and the Far and Middle East. It is surely only a matter of time before those winds of change sweep
through Africa again too, even if they bypass these shores, for now. I hope you enjoy the show.
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